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neu•ma
[‘n(y)ümÚ ]noun

e

Derived from the Greek word (πνεῦμα) pneuma
(“breath”) breath, inspiration, spirit, life - the
element from which all else originates.
The core of health and wellness.
The vital spirit, soul and creative force of a person.

DISCOVERY
NEUMA was born from the belief
that every human should experience
product performance without
sacrificing your hair, health or the
planet. We’ve poured decades of
experience into each intricate, vegan
formula to deliver high-performance
hair and body care collections that
are not only safe and effective, but
undeniably clean.

NEUMA takes the professional beauty
industry to places far cleaner than
we ever thought possible. Our clean
ingredient philosophy, paired with
green science innovation, fuels our
mission to create professional hair
care formulas with a conscience. We
happily take on your hair challenges
with solutions that make a difference.
Experience undeniable results that help
make the world a better place, one
head of hair at a time.

We are
PERFORMANCE WITHOUT SACRIFICE, CLEARLY CLEAN,
and strive every day to ensure we are MAKING A DIFFERENCE!

PERFORMANCE WITHOUTSACRIFICE
We believe that professional
performance, health and sustainability
are not mutually exclusive. You should
not have to sacrifice one for the other,
and with NEUMA, you’ll never have to.
We are committed to performance
delivered through clean innovation.
While you won’t find potentially
harmful ingredients, you will find
formulas powered by a blend of plantbased and green science-derived
ingredient technology that delivers
powerful results.

Partnering with leading scientists in the
search for a safer beauty experience,
we’ve created 100% vegan, gluten-free,
high-performance formulas that you
can feel good about. NEUMA represents
every style, for everyone. Each of our
collections targets your specific hair
care needs, leaving it incredibly soft,
shiny, healthy and radiant.
And don’t even get us started on our
body care…

ETHICAL, SUSTAINABLE &
100% TRANSPARENT

CLEARLY CLEAN
NEUMA chooses not to formulate with more
than 15 different types of ingredients that
are commonly known to be carcinogens,
hormone disruptors, skin sensitizers or
environmental pollutants. We steer clear
of artificial dyes* and we never test on

Did you know that there are over 5,000
different ingredients that can be simply
labeled as “fragrance/parfum” on a
package? Of these, more than 1,000
are known to be hazardous, contain
allergens, carcinogens and hormone

animals. And, in full transparency, what you
see on the label, is what’s in the bottle.

disrupters, and yet only 200 have been
banned. We steer clear of synthetic
fragrance’s dirty business and use a blend
of pure essential oils and extracts that
allow our formulas to bloom.

NEUMA never has or will use synthetic
fragrances or perfumes in our products.

*Exception neuBlonde platinum

MAKING A DIFFERENCE
It’s the delicate synergy between nature
and science that fuels NEUMA’s soul
and pushes our boundaries to be the
best we can for each other and our
world. We support nonprofits that align
with our core values and partner with
like-minded vendors who share our
philosophy.

We promote paperless operations
and use recyclablematerials wherever
possible.

Our bottles are made from 100%
post-consumer recycled (PCR) materials
and net 95% after decoration, helping
prevent waste from reaching landfills
and oceans.

set and inspire your artistry.

For our community of hairdressers, we
provide exclusive programs,promotions,
and business-building opportunities
that make your business flourish and
exceptional education to grow your skill

And, for your clients, we provide
mindful haircare solutions that truly
perform and sacrificenothing.

OUR MANDALA
The meaning of the word mandala
in Sanskrit is circle. The mandala is a
spiritual and ritual symbol representing
the universe where life is never-ending,
and everything is connected. NEUMA’s
mandala, ever-present on every
package, serves as a beacon and
grounding reminder to be true to our
entire being and the connection of the
seven elements from which all life exists.

Sun Light |Beginning
Ocean Water
Seed Birth |Renewal
Earth Soil |Nurture
Plant Life |Growth
Rain Sustain |Restore
Heavens Eternity |Spirit

NEUMA LOVE
From our stylists and their clients, to beauty editors, bloggers and influencers,
love for NEUMA prevails. Our customers’ five-star product reviews speak
entirely to the exceptional experience NEUMA delivers, and our prestigious
beauty award wins prove us best-in-class. Let’s share the love!

5x

5X READER’S CHOICE AWARD-WINNER
FOR “ECO-FRIENDLY BRAND”

reNeu

®

The reNeu collection is designed for all
hair types in need of a fresh start. These
essential products refresh, revitalize
and restore balance to the hair and
scalp all while promoting weightless
moisture and protection from the
environment.

reNeu shampoo

®

Gentle, sulfate-free*, purifying formula leaves hair feeling fresh by
removing product build-up, minerals and other environmental
pollutants.

GUIDANCE
Lather and rinse to cleanse and remove build-up.

BENEFITS
•Water-soluble, sulfate-free* surfactant derived from coconut for the
gentlest cleansing possible
•Refreshes and helps remove product build-up without drying out hair
•Enhances body and adds shine
•Helps shield against UV and heat damage
•Lightweight formula for all hair and scalp types
•Nourishes and promotes a healthy scalp

KEY INGREDIENTS
Lavender Flower Extract helps refresh the hair and scalp while promoting
healthy condition and shine.
Sunflower Seed Oil helps provide UV protection while adding shine and
shielding hair from heat damage.
Peppermint Leaf Extract helps enhance body and volume. Stimulates the scalp,
encouraging healthy hair growth.

AROMA: Peppermint and Vanilla

*Free of Sulfate Surfactants (SLS, SLES, ALS,ALES)

reNeu condition

®

Lightweight conditioner detangles, nourishes and smooths hair while
balancing moisture.

GUIDANCE
After cleansing with NEUMA reNeu shampoo®, apply throughout hair. Relax...
linger one minute.Rinse.

BENEFITS
•Refreshes, smoothes andconditions hair
•Enhances body and adds shine
•Helps shield against UV and heat damage
•Lightweight formula perfect for all hair and scalp types
•Nourishes & promotes a healthyscalp

KEY INGREDIENTS
Vegetable Protein strengthens hair while adding shine.
Sunflower Seed Oil helps provide UV protection while adding shine and
shielding hair from heat damage.

Peppermint Leaf Extract helps enhance body and volume. Stimulates the scalp,
encouraging healthy hair growth.

AROMA: Peppermint and Vanilla

reNeu scalp therapy

®

Gentle exfoliating treatment removes build-up and residue to refresh,
restore and revitalize thescalp.

GUIDANCE
Rinse hair. Lather with NEUMA reNeu shampoo®. Apply reNeu scalp therapy® to
lathered hair. Work directly onto scalp massaging with fingertips. Leave on two
minutes. Rinse. Follow with NEUMA reNeu condition®.

BENEFITS
•Exfoliates and refreshes thescalp
•Helps promote healthy scalp enviroment
•Calms andsoothes itchy scalp

KEY INGREDIENTS
Corn Mint Essential Oil helps stimulate and purify the scalp encouraging a
healthy scalp environment.
Lavender Flower Extract helps calm, soothe and refresh hair and scalp while
promoting healthy condition and shine.
Pea Sprout Extract feeds hair and scalp essential nutrients and antioxidants to
refresh and revitalize hair from the root.
Bamboo Stem Powder gently exfoliates the scalp and helps remove scalp debris.

AROMA: Peppermint and Vanilla

neuMoisture

®

Designed for dry and chemically-damaged
hair, the neuMoisture collection nourishes
and delivers hydration to restore moisture
balance and hairhealth.

neuMoisture shampoo

®

Mild, sulfate-free* formula gently cleanses hair while maintaining
and restoring hair’s moisture balance. Luxuriously rich, creamy lather
nurtures and hydrates, leaving hair smooth, soft and shiny.

GUIDANCE
Lather and rinse to replenish moisture.

BENEFITS
•Water-soluble, sulfate-free* surfactant derived from coconut for the
gentlest cleansing possible
•Restores hair hydration levels
•Smooths and adds shine
•Helps shield against UV and heat damage
•For dry andchemically-damaged hair

KEY INGREDIENTS
Sunflower Seed Oil helps provide UV protection while adding shine and
shielding hair from heat damage.
Shea Butter adds essential moisture and helps smooth the surface of hair.
Yerba Mate imparts brilliant shine.
*Free of Sulfate Surfactants (SLS, SLES, ALS,ALES)

neuMoisture condition

AROMA: Lavender,
Mandarin and Vanilla

®

Moisture-infused conditioner leaves hair feeling soft, silky and more
manageable. Helps lock in moisture, smooths and helps reduce
damage due to combing and heat styling.

GUIDANCE
After cleansing with neuMoisture shampoo®, apply thoroughly to hair. Relax...
linger one minute.Rinse.

BENEFITS
•Restores hair hydration levels
•Detangles and adds slip
•Smooths and adds shine
•Helps shield against UV and heat damage

KEY INGREDIENTS
Sunflower Seed Oil helps provide UV protection while adding shine and
shielding hair from heat damage.
Shea Butter adds essential moisture, conditions and helps smooth the surface
of hair.
Grape Seed Extract is a natural antioxidant that imparts brilliant shine.

AROMA: Lavender,
Mandarin and Vanilla

neuMoisture intensive masque

®

Ultra-rich hydrating treatment transforms hair by restoring moisture
deep within to improve texture. Leaves hair feeling smoother, softer and
full of shine.

GUIDANCE
After cleansing with NEUMA neuMoisture shampoo®, apply evenly to hair. Wait
2-3 minutes. Rinse.

BENEFITS
•Infuses hydration to restore moisture balance
•Helps prolong the life of hair color
•Helps protect against environmental and heat damage
•Softens and soothes
•Deeply conditions and adds shine

KEY INGREDIENTS
Shea Butter adds essential moisture, conditions and helps smooth the surface
of hair.
Yarrow Extract reduces the appearance of dry or damaged hair by nourishing
and soothing hair and scalp.
Jojoba Esters soften and soothe hair, adding condition and shine.

neuMoisture instant fix

AROMA: Lavender,
Mandarin and Vanilla

®

Lightweight, leave-in protection spray packed with moisturizers,
proteins and vitamins to repair and restore.

GUIDANCE
Spray evenly on clean, damp hair prior to styling. On dry hair, section hair and
lightly mist on prior to using hot tools.

BENEFITS
•Repairs and revitalizes with lightweight hydration
•Detangles and tames
•Helps protect and mends
•Primes and preps hair for styling

KEY INGREDIENTS
Cottonseed Oil strengthens to help create smoother, shinier hair.
Apricot Kernel Oil smooths the cuticle and controls flyaways while conditioning
and adding shine.
Avocado Oil contains deep conditioning properties that add moisture, strength
and shine. Especially helpful for dry, brittle hair. Its vitamins, amino acids and
high fat content help restore and soothe scalp.

AROMA: Kalette,
Coconut and Vanilla

neuSmooth

®

The neuSmooth collection is formulated
for dry, damaged and frizzy hair as
well as thick, wavy or curly hair. Offers
protection from environmental factors
and unique repairing benefits all while
imparting incredible luster and shine.

neuSmooth revitalizing masque

®

Calming masque treats and helps revive dry, damaged hair by adding
strength, smoothness and shine.

GUIDANCE
After cleansing with NEUMA shampoo of choice, apply thoroughly to hair. Wait
2-3 minutes. Rinse. Use weekly or more often as needed.

BENEFITS
• Hydrates and smooths
• Helps rejuvenate, strengthen and protect
• Penetrates cuticle to repair and moisturize

KEY INGREDIENTS
Marula Seed Oil, high in natural antioxidants, hydrates, smooths and softens
hair, boosting hair health.
Quinoa Protein helps strengthen, repair and protect. Its low molecular weight
allows it to penetrate hairs’ cuticle to repair and moisturize. Excellent for helping
to strengthen hair.

AROMA: Geranium, Lemon
Verbena and Cedarwood

neuVolume

®

The neuVolume collection is
designed for all hair types in
need of a little lift and essential
volume. Our volumizing blend
provides weightless moisture,
adds bounce and vibrancy
and helps protect against
environmental and heat damage.

neuVolume shampoo

®

Gentle, sulfate-free* formula cleanses while encouraging weightless
body. Strengthens, detangles and smooths hair and delivers dimension
and shine. Hair is left feeling thicker, fuller and static-free.

GUIDANCE
Lather and rinse.

BENEFITS
•Water-soluble, sulfate-free* surfactant derived from
coconut for the gentlest cleansing possible
•Ultra-lightweight formula won’t weigh down hair
•Aids in strengthening and moisturizing hair
•Helps minimize breakage
•Reduces static and flyaways
•Helps shield hair from UV and thermal styling

KEY INGREDIENTS
Coconut Fruit Extract smooths and softens hair.
Sunflower Seed Oil helps provide UV protection while adding shine and
shielding hair from heat damage.
Shea Butter adds essential moisture and helps smooth the surface of the hair.
*Free of Sulfate Surfactants (SLS, SLES, ALS,ALES)

neuVolume condition

AROMA: Fennel, YlangYlang,
Patchouli and Vanilla

®

Ultra-lightweight conditioner adds memory and bounce without
weighing hair down. Adds long-lasting body, detangles and keeps hair
feeling soft and smooth with added fullness.

GUIDANCE
After cleansing with neuVolume shampoo®, apply thoroughly to hair. Relax...
linger one minute.Rinse.

BENEFITS
•Lightweight formula never weighs hair down
•Helps add strength, moisture and minimizes breakage

•Helps shield hair from UV and thermal styling

KEY INGREDIENTS
Tapioca Starch smooths and softens hair while encouraging
body and bounce.
Vegetable Protein strengthens hair while adding shine.
Pomegranate Extract, a natural antioxidant, smooths hair and helps prevent
free radicals, encouraging longer color life.
AROMA: Fennel, YlangYlang,
Patchouli and Vanilla

neuVolume blow-out mist

®

Lightweight volume boosting spray adds fullness and support to any
hair texture. Gives hair long-lasting body, bounce and shine.

GUIDANCE
Spray on damp hair from roots to ends and blow dry as desired. For added lift,
apply neuStyling mousse® to damp hair at the root area.

BENEFITS
• Lightweight volume booster
• Adds body and bounce
• Humectants prevent moisture loss
• Great as a 2nd-day, curly hair re-activator

KEY INGREDIENTS
Maltol adds volume and body to the hair.

Milk Thistle Seed Extract is a powerful antioxidant that helps prevent
free radical invasion.
Avocado Oil contains deep conditioning properties that add moisture,
strength and shine. Especially helpful for dry, brittle hair. Its vitamins,
amino acids and high fat content help restore and soothe scalp health.
AROMA: Blue Sage,
Mandarin, Patchouli
and Vanilla

neuVolume surf lotion

®

Volume enhancing lotion adds texture and movement to hair. Helps
create soft, voluminous, beach-inspiredstyle.

GUIDANCE
Apply a small amount on dry hair. Scrunch the hair from mid-shaft to ends
to create desired texture. Can also be used on damp hair whether air-dried,
diffused or blow dried.

BENEFITS
• Enhances subtle texture and waves
• Provides support and light hold
• Builds internal texture and volume for blow dry looks
• Adds moisture and softness

KEY INGREDIENTS
Magnesium Sulfate, a gentle alternative to commonly used sodium chloride,
helps create texture without stripping hair.
Rice Extract contains natural fatty acids that enhance moisture levels in the hair.
Sclerotium Gum provides support, style memory and control.
AROMA: Amyris, Cardamom
and Tangerine

neuRepair

®

The neuRepair
collection is designed to
help soothe and repair
hair’s delicate structure.
Instantly revives and
strengthens, adding
vitality to all hair types.

AROMA-FREE

neuRepair argan oil

®

This restorative formula with Argan Kernel Oil
absorbs instantly to revive, strengthen and
return luster and shine. Non-greasy formula
aids in styling by helping to reduce blow dry
time. Leaves hair silky smooth with brilliant
shine.

GUIDANCE
Distribute 1–2 pumps evenly on damp hair. Follow
with 2–3 drops on dry hair. Can be added to any
NEUMA masque or condition for extra deep
conditioning boost.

BENEFITS
• Ultra-lightweight, non-greasy formula
• Nourishes and restoresmoisture
• Repairs hair and helps reduce breakage
• Smooths cuticle and controls fly away hair
• Helps reduce blow dry time
• Humidity resistance
• Helps revive, strengthen and return shine
• For all hair types

KEY INGREDIENTS
Argan Kernel Oil nourishes and restores hair shaft.
Rose Hip Fruit Extract soothes and softens the hair.

Apricot Kern Oil helps smooth cuticle and control
flyaway hairs while conditioning and adding shine.

neuStyling

®

The neuStyling collection is designed to give you the tools
necessary to create every style imaginable. Formulated with
a range of plant extracts, vegetable starches and nourishing
essential oils, neuStyling delivers complete creative freedom,
styling support, memory and desired hold for all hair types.

neuStyling smoothing crème

®

Unique crème formula tames frizz and flyaway hair for incredibly
smooth and softstyle.

GUIDANCE
Apply a small amount to wet or dry hair to smooth and control frizz.

BENEFITS
• Smooths cuticle, controls flyaway hair and static
• Humidity control
• Adds shine and UV protection
• Alcohol-Free

KEY INGREDIENTS
Sunflower Seed Oil helps provide UV protection while adding shine and
shielding hair from heat damage.

Green Tea Leaf Extract, a natural antioxidant, helps protect hair against UV
damage.
Rose Hip Fruit Extract soothes and softens the hair.

AROMA: Lavender,
Mandarin and Vanilla

neuStyling blow dry lotion

®

Weightless formula adds lightweight, flexible hold, manageability and
protection to anyblowout.

GUIDANCE
Distribute evenly to clean, towel-dried hair. Blow dry thoroughly.

BENEFITS
• Weightless formula with light hold
• Improves manageability andadds shine
• Humidity control
• Helps provide UV and heat protection

KEY INGREDIENTS
Squalane infuses moisture and tames frizz.
Sage Extract soothes and conditions hair.
Rose Hip Fruit Extract soothes and softens hair.

AROMA: Lavender,
Mandarin and Vanilla

neuStyling gelée

®

Weightless, silky gel adds body and thickness to hair with all-day
medium support and hold.

GUIDANCE
Apply to damp hair and blow dry for style memory and bounce. For waves and
curls, scrunch through, diffuse or air dry.

BENEFITS
• Weightless styling glaze
• Excellent for naturally curly hair and bouncy blow outs
• Helps add strength and moisture
• Enhances natural sheen
• Helps provide heatprotection

KEY INGREDIENTS
Corn Starch helps strengthen hair and adds a natural sheen.
Vegetable Glycerin balances moisture levels of hair.
Yarrow Extract reduces the appearance of dry or damaged hair by nourishing
and soothing hair and scalp.
AROMA: Persimmon
and Ho Leaf

neuStyling firm hold gel

®

Water-soluble, strong hold sculpting gel provides style support with
glossy shine.

GUIDANCE
Apply evenly on damp or dry hair. Style as desired.

BENEFITS
• Firm lasting hold with all-day memory
• Adds body and shine
• Perfect for extending the life of your blow dry
• Ideal for sculpted looks, medium-to-coarse hair, curl sets and adding definition

KEY INGREDIENTS
Maltol adds body and volume to the hair.
Rice Extract provides essential fatty acids to moisturize the hair.
Grapeseed Oil, very high in linoleic acid, acts as an amazing moisturizer and
helps restore hair’s natural shine and vibrancy.

AROMA: Cedar,Clove
and Patchouli

neuStyling mousse

®

Volume-enhancing formula provides long-lasting style support, body
and control.

GUIDANCE
Emulsify foam in hands and distribute through damp hair. Blow dry, air dry or
diffuse as desired. When used as a root lifter, apply to fingertips only for more
delicate and precise placement.

BENEFITS
•Adds control, body and shine
•Medium-to-strong style support
•Excellent as a root lifter or for enhancing curls
•Smooths and controlsflyaway hair
•Alcohol-free

KEY INGREDIENTS
Apricot Kern Oil helps smooth cuticle and control flyaway hairs while
conditioning and adding shine.
Pomegranate Extract is a natural antioxidant that helps minimize
environmental and chemical damage of the hair. Soothes, detangles and
nourishes for optimum hair health.
Jojoba Seed Oil provides conditioning and shine.

AROMA: Lavender,
Mandarin and Vanilla

neuStyling texturizer

®

Non-greasy, lightweight, flexible fiber paste adds easy-to-restyle
definition and texture.

GUIDANCE
Apply to damp or dry hair. Start with a small amount and work up to desired hold.

BENEFITS
•Non-greasy, moldable texturecream
•Stretchable fibers create separation, texture and definition
•Smooths and controlsflyaway hair

•Conditions and moisturizes

KEY INGREDIENTS
Ozokerite Wax soft and pliable vegan wax delivers flexibility,
hold and support
Aloe Leaf soothes the hair and helps control frizz.
Green Tea, a natural antioxidant, helps protect hair against UV damage and
conditions hair.

AROMA: Persimmon
and Ho Leaf

neuStyling nectar

®

Throw some shine as you style! Fibrous style transformer with a
tacky texture is perfect for molding and sculpting hair. Also great for
accentuating curls and waves.

GUIDANCE
Apply a small amount to wet or dry hair to shape desired style.

BENEFITS
•Flexible, medium hold
•Long-lasting control
•Calms and smoothsfrizz
•Helps provide humidity and static control
•Imparts incredible shine

KEY INGREDIENTS
Vegetable Glycerin offers humidity control, adds moisture and helps control
static electricity and frizz.

AROMA: Lavender
and Clary Sage

Grapeseed Oil, very high in linoleic acid, acts as an amazing moisturizer and
helps restore hair’s natural shine and vibrancy.
Rice Extract provides support while rich in essential fatty acids to moisturize the hair.

neuStyling pomade

®

High-shine styler shapes and slicks hair into place.

GUIDANCE
Apply a small amount to wet or dry hair to shape desired style.

BENEFITS
•Moldable, flexible, firm hold
•Smooths and controls with a high-shine finish
•Helps reduce and seals split ends
•Helps provide humidity and static control

KEY INGREDIENTS
Panthenol (Pro Vitamin B5) locks in moisture and improves manageability,
shine and smoothness to hair.

Apricot Kern Oil helps smooth the cuticle and control flyaway hair while
conditioning and adding shine.
Vegetable Glycerin adds moisture and helps control static electricity and frizz.

AROMA: Lavender
and Clary Sage

neuStyling clay

®

Non-greasy, moldable styler adds touchable texture with moderate
hold and lasting control.

GUIDANCE
Apply a small amount to wet or dry hair to add texture and definition.

BENEFITS

AROMA: Lavender,
Tangerine and Vanilla

•Non-greasy, moldable styling clay, medium hold
•Workable definition and separation
•Enhances natural sheen
•Smooths and controlsflyaway hairs

KEY INGREDIENTS
Candelilla Wax delivers pliability and hold while nourishing hair.
Sunflower Seed Oil helps provide UV protection while adding shine and
shielding hair from heat damage.
Apricot Kern Oil helps smooth the cuticle and control flyaway hair while
conditioning and adding shine.

neuStyling power putty

®

Flexible style builder with a gritty texture for volume, separation and
dimension.

GUIDANCE
Apply a small amount to dry hair to shape desired style.

BENEFITS
•Firm, powerful hold
•Adds volume and lift
•Provides flexible definition and separation
•Ultra-matte finish

KEY INGREDIENTS
Diatomaceous Earth absorbs oils and helps provide an all-day, matte finish.
Meyenii (Maca) Root Extract provides nutrients to treat dry hair and scalp while
supporting a healthy scalp environment.
Rice Extract provides support while rich in essential fatty acids to moisturize hair

AROMA: Lavender,
Tangerine and Vanilla

FREE FROM
At NEUMA, we have elevated the art of clean. We promise to refrain from
formulating with the 15 different types of ingredients that are known carcinogens,
skin sensitizers or environmental pollutants. Here’s what we are proud to go
without…

Synthetic Fragrance (Fragrance,Parfum)
Propylene Glycol &Butylene Glycol
Urea (Imidazolidinyl and Diazolidinyl) &DMDMHydantoin
Formaldehyde
1,4-Dioxane
Lead Acetate
Polyquaternium 16
Sulfate Surfactants (SLS, SLES, ALS,ALES)
Quaternium 6, 7, 15,31,&60
Phthalates
Carcinogen (carcinogenic)
Methylisothiazolinone (MIT. MI)
Soy*
FD&C Color**
Dimethylamine
Diethanolamine (DEA) &Monoethanolamine(MEA)
Glutens
Parabens (Methyl, Propyl, Butyl and Ethyl Paraben)
Triethanolamine (TEA) Lauryl Sulfate &Triethanolamine (TEA) LaurethSulfate
*Exception: neuStying clay **Exception: neuBlonde platinum

NEUMA Back to Relax
A Back BarExperience
Help make your dream hair come true with NEUMA’s clean solutions. To take full
advantage of NEUMA’s incredible lineup, follow steps 1-4 anytime you see your clients’ hair
and scalp in need of extra attention. On a regular basis, Steps 2 and 4 may be all they need
to experience incredible results.

STEP 1:PRETREAT
Healthy hair is dependent on a healthy scalp –that’s why we created reNeu scalp® therapy to gently
remove unwanted skin debris and build-up and encourage healthy hair growth.
•Rinse hair. Lather with NEUMA reNeu shampoo®. Apply reNeu scalp therapy® to lathered hair.
Work directly onto scalp massaging with fingertips. Leave on two minutes.
•While waiting, upgrade their service by offering a hand massage with neuBody & mind
age-defying replenishing oil®, then layer with neuBody & mind restoring crème®.
•Upon completion, rinse hair thoroughly.

STEP 2:CLEANSE
Choosing the shampoo that’s right for your client can be tricky. NEUMA suggests identifying your
clients’ hair type and needs with the guidance below.
•Uplifting cleanse with neuVolume shampoo® for flat, lifeless hair.
•Hydrating cleanse with neuMoisture shampoo® for dry or chemically-treated hair.
•Deep, balancing cleanse with reNeu shampoo® for oily, thick, coarse, or frizzy hair.
•Brightening cleanse with neuBlonde platinum shampoo® for hair that has cool, ashen, or neutral tones.

STEP 3:TREAT
NEUMA’s treatment masques are designed to give clients fast, effortless, lasting results. They can be
used weekly, monthly, or as needed to enhance manageability, strength and shine. Recommend
a masque for your client to purchase so they can perform at-home treatments with the following
guidance: use twice a week for the first two weeks, then move to once a month to maintain their
best-looking hair.
•When applying any NEUMA masque in salon, remember the saturation time is up to 5 mins and
while heat is not needed, wrapping your clients head with a warm towel can provide a wonderful,
spa-like experience.
•Use neuMoisture intensive masque® for replenishing hydration when hair is overly dry, damaged,
and after chemical services like color or lightening.
•Use neuSmooth revitalizing masque® for smoothing and revitalizing when hair is out of control,
feels brittle or weak, or reacting to seasonal changes.

STEP 4:CONDITION

Choose the NEUMA conditioner based on the type of result you want to see. NEUMA
conditioners are all formulated with specific ingredients to make your client’s best hair day
that much more achievable.
•Amplify with neuVolume condition® to help encourage lift.
•Enrich with neuMoisture condition® to experience weightless hydration.
•Smooth with reNeu condition® to see incredible silkiness and shine.
•Silken with neuBlonde platinum detangling rinse® to increase combability, manageability, and shine.

PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA

THANK YOU

Address
Office No. 304, Building No.1, Bay
Square, Business Bay, Dubai, U.A.E
Contact:+971 – 4 – 514 5032
Email:info@lsmtrading.com
www.lsmtrading.com

